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Eco Hot List
The Eco Hot List is back with a bang, throwing light on the travel pioneers
who are growing back greener!

COPENHAGEN TRIALS ‘PARKIPELAGO’
CONCEPT

The design savvy Danes have
responded to the rising sea levels and
rapidly expanding cities by creating a
series of experimental floating public
spaces. The wooden islands, currently
situated in Copenhagen harbor, offer
whimsical public spaces that can be
used as floating gardens, mussel farms
and swim zones, or simply as a quiet
oasis offering respite from the city.
Expect to see more cropping up on
our shorelines in the future.
Learn More
SUSTAINABLE BOOKING SITE LAUNCHES

Beyond Green makes booking an
environmentally conscious holiday a
breeze. Hotels are cherry-picked for
their efforts in protecting biodiversity
and cultural heritage while offering a
luxe experience. Our top pick is the
Wilderness Safaris Bisate Lodge in
Rwanda, which is actively engaged in
scientific research on mountain
gorillas. Learn More

DEEP-DIVE INTO A CORALARIUM IN
PARADISE

One of the few silver linings from the
past year has been witnessing nature
reclaim its space. This is particularly
evident at the Fairmont Maldives Sirru
Fen Fushi resort, where their coral
regeneration project and underwater
art gallery has recently flourished with
new aquatic visitors and an increase
of 20-30% coral growth. Visitors can
now explore the Coralarium, the first
of its kind in the Maldives, with
tropical fish, manta rays and turtles
for company. Learn More
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FARM STAY IN STYLE

Helping kids to reconnect with nature
is currently top of many parent’s
agenda and the Craveiral Farmhouse
in the rugged hills of Portugal’s
Alentejo Region provides the perfect
spot for a back to nature break. Kids
can get hands-on at the onsite
educational eco farm, caring for the
animals and assisting at the vegetable
garden and orchards. Sample their
farm to table cuisine at the renowned
restaurant, or there’s the option of
homemade picnics and horse riding in
the scenic landscape. Learn More
GO GREEN IN ALABAMA

Visitors looking for a low impact break
in America’s Deep South, should head
to the Alabama Gulf Coast. The ecoaward-winning Lodge at Gulf State
Park is the kind of resort where
sustainability is factored into all
aspects, from the hay drinking straws
to the natural landscaping, which
blends harmoniously with the
surrounding sand dunes. Kids will love
exploring the onsite nature centre,
showcasing the native wildlife such as
turtles, hawks and owls. Learn More
SOLAR POWERED SAFARI MICROBREWERY

Safari sundowners have been given a sustainability twist, with the launch of the first solar powered microbrewery in
the African bush. Taking pride of place in the new Sayari camp in the Serengeti, the ground-breaking brewery removes
the need for plastic bottles and cans in camp, not only reducing waste but also reducing the transport carbon
footprint. The dinky brewery makes both soft drinks and beer, of which it produces four unique variations. Cheers to
that! Learn More
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